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ABSTRACT
We have introduced a cost-sharing model for remote communities
to share their limited access to the commercial Internet among
community members using wireless mesh networks in the north-
west of Thailand to expand the edge network coverage and to
reduce the Internet cost for the rural users. However, there are
places within these communities which have not been able to access
our network due to the line-of-sight and the distance from the rest
of the communities. In this paper, we describe our attempt or work-
in-progress to address these challenges by experimenting various
access technologies such as TVWS and small cell LTE as well as
improving the user experience with CDN.
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1 INTRODUCTION
TakNet [8] is one of the successful CWMN (Community Wireless
Mesh Network) projects in terms of its impacts and improvements
to people’s lives in the north west of Thailand. The key success
of TakNet can be summarised as 1) the system and technology is
simple enough for local technicians to maintain: 2) the monthly
cost is a�ordable for the low income users. The current technology
of TakNet is based solely on CWMN with mobile routers running
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OLSR routing protocol [7] creating a wireless mesh network across
the village and share the Internet access with one or two �ber or
ADSL gateways. This has introduced signi�cant limitations due to
the nature of the WiFi radio transmission, especially in the non-
line-of-sight (nlos) area or nodes that are out of range of other
nodes and the hidden terminal problem leaving a number of in-
accessible households on our map. In this paper, we describe our
work-in-progress to connect these isolated households, which is
mandatory for the sustainability of TakNet, using a combination of
technologies: TVWS, small cell LTE and CDN.

2 TAKNETWITH TVWS
Before embarking on TVWS, we deployed spectrum measurements
in many locations of Tak province to identify the available chan-
nels that can be used for our TVWS trial. We use the low-cost and
hand-held spectrum analyser, called RF Explorer [3], installed on
the raspberry Pi with timestamps and GPS locations. The spec-
trum usage analysis over UHF channels (channel 26 - 60) at Thai
Samakhee village (lat, long GPS location: 16.794, 98.597) was con-
ducted from the measurements collected over two hours from 13:00
- 15:00 which includes 1109 samples for each channel, shows that
there are only three busy channels (50, 51 and 52) which were used
in that area.

We have thus decided on experimenting TakNet coverage utilis-
ing the excellent radio characteristics of TVWS to cover the gap
that our earlier CWMN could not support. In our deployment, we
intend to use an LTE small cell operating on the UHF 700 band
(736.5-743.5 MHz), called E40 [1]. The LTE small cell can support
the bandwidth up to 75/25 Mbps with the maximum 16 active users
while its maximum coverage area is about 4 km. As for the end user
device, each villager can simply use his/her mobile phone attached
with a TakNet sim card to retrieve the cellular connection. The
villager can also use the mobile WiFi hotspot (MiFi) to share the
cellular connection to other WiFi devices. Notice that 700MHz band
is commonly supported by commodity devices in the market.

The TV UHF band in developing countries is signi�cantly un-
derutilised [10–12], and its radio propagation characteristics are
much better than the unlicensed WiFi (2.4/5GHz) band [9]. TakNet
aims to utilise these excellent characteristics of TVWS to provide
the middle mile access from the Internet gateway to the remote
villages.The TVWS link based on IEEE 802.11af [6] can cover the
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Figure 1: TVWS deployment

long distance (i.e., 10-15 km), even line-of-sight is not available. We
are currently working with NBTC, Thailand regulator to deploy the
�rst TVWS trail in Thailand by using Carlson Gen3 equipments [4].
Similar to our LTE solution, the middle mile TVWS link is also op-
erated in 700 band with 8 MHz channel spacing. Figure 1 illustrates
the locations of our TVWS trail. The TVWS base station is located
at Ban Mae Gued Luang school which have two �ber connections
for Internet access. The �rst link (100/100 Mbps) is provided by
UniNet [5] and the second link (200/200 Mbps) is connected to the
commercial ISP. The gateway at Ban Mae Gued Luang school also
uses the load balancing to share the outgoing tra�c on both links.
We will connect 4 rural villages, as shown in Figure 1, to this gate-
way for Internet access. The longest TVWS link in our deployment
is about 8.55 km which connects Mae Kasa Temple community
to the Internet gateway. TVWS will act as TakNet’s core network
while the LTE small cells provides the last meter accesses to the
users that CWMN could not cover.

3 CONTENT DISTRIBUTION SERVICE
As Internet connectivity is shared among increasing number of
users in TakNet with more bandwidth greedy applications, our
limited connectivity to the Internet can become slow and highly
intermittent. As a result, users accessing the contents (e.g., soap
opera, news, coursewares) from rural villages could experience
very poor quality. To alleviate this problem, we are introducing
a content distribution service where the contents or services can
be delivered from the content and service providers to the rural
villages. As shown in Figure 2, rural villages are connected to the
Internet Exchange Point, BKNIX [2] based in Bangkok, via the VPN
connection. To interoperate the content delivery between the con-
tent providers and rural networks of TakNet, we deploy our main
content server at the BKNIX side and at least one content server
in each community while these servers form a distributed cache
sharing contents among themselves locally. Hence the contents be-
longing to the community’s interests can be pushed and kept closer
to the users for e�ective disseminations. We have implemented
these caches storing video contents using either high-capacity don-
gles attaching to our mobile routers/access points or raspberry Pi

where the users can access the contents via web servers running on
either raspberry Pi or web server-enabled access points. Content
push and prefetching activities are done during the o�-peak hours
at night when not many users are online. The web access logs can
be analysed such that the contents similar to the highly accessed
ones can be prefetched in order to meet the community needs.

Internet
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Figure 2: The overview of TakNet architecture

4 CONCLUSION
TakNet is the pioneer in deploying CWMN to provide an economi-
cally a�ordable solution for Internet connection in the rural area of
Thailand. From our invaluable �ve years of experiences, we have
discovered several challenges that require more concrete solution to
support the growth of the network and self-sustainability. Our new
TakNet architecture that combines multiple access technologies
such as wireless mesh network, TVWS (802.11.af) and LTE over
TVWS for providing resilient infrastructure in challenged network
environment (e.g., nlos, hidden terminal). On top of that, TakNet
also run a content delivery network which can o�er fast and reli-
able content and service delivery from IXPs to the rural villages.
This means day-to-day core activities of community members like
watching video streaming or accessing to popular websites are
supported. We are currently working on a project with the Thai
regulator on the �rst experimental TVWS trial in Thailand as well
as planning to introduce local services in Thai language for the
users in the very near future.
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